
Hype cycle around AI



Digital transformation. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Analysis and design of workflows and processes within and between organisations to improve contemporary measures of performance: cost, quality, service, and speed. Regulatory and legal: changes in the legislation, regulations or policiesOrganizational and governance (structures, responsibilities, processes and organisation)Operational, technical and functional, human and capital resources (training and stuff)Sustainability green transition and a fair digital transition as Ilias from DG CONNECTHaving a look at constraints specific to the EU country and the organisationBusiness processes. Ongoing or already planned ICT projects. Ownership of of processes. Actors and their responsibilities, and the processes for their interaction. As-is situation, business process, business requirements definition, benchmarking, EU countries visitsBusiness case, To-be model, roadmap, strategies, methodology Capacity training: Training the trainers, including training materials etc. Risk assessment and security plan, Disaster recovery/business continuity plan, Service level agreement,Proof of Concept, Pilot Functional and non functional specifications, Technical specifications, Technical architecture �



The flagship supports EU public administrations to get ready to use AI in a safe, sustainable, and
trustworthy way across five dimensions:
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AI-ready public administ ra t ions flagship

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mapping of digital regulation and capacity building: A lot of digital regulation coming up and we help them make sense of it and be ready for it: DSA (Digital Services Act), DMA (Digital Markets act), AI act, data governance act, Interoperable Europe act, and moreModernisation of the underpinning computing and data infrastructure: for example, interoperability.IT and data governance: rarely IT projects are an technical problem but rather a governance one. AI governance: the same applies for AI, we need to get the governance right: processes, roles, structures, and responsibilities.Digital skills: lack of basic digital skills for staff of public administrations and of advanced digital skills for digital “champions” in organisations.



We have a plan!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Analysis and design of workflows and processes within and between organisations to improve contemporary measures of performance: cost, quality, service, and speed. Regulatory and legal: changes in the legislation, regulations or policiesOrganizational and governance (structures, responsibilities, processes and organisation)Operational, technical and functional, human and capital resources (training and stuff)Sustainability green transition and a fair digital transition as Ilias from DG CONNECTHaving a look at constraints specific to the EU country and the organisationBusiness processes. Ongoing or already planned ICT projects. Ownership of of processes. Actors and their responsibilities, and the processes for their interaction. As-is situation, business process, business requirements definition, benchmarking, EU countries visitsBusiness case, To-be model, roadmap, strategies, methodology Capacity training: Training the trainers, including training materials etc. Risk assessment and security plan, Disaster recovery/business continuity plan, Service level agreement,Proof of Concept, Pilot Functional and non functional specifications, Technical specifications, Technical architecture �



Not that grim. Cool projects: trustworthy AI in Denmark
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DG REFORM kicked-off a project (AI flagship) to help Denmark deliver trustworthy AI by designing a tool to assess risks in AI projects undertaken by local, regional, and national authorities. This project will build a repository of existing AI use cases in the Danish administration aiming at reusability in the national and European context. In the Netherlands, we kicked off last week a project to organise and kickstart the supervision of AI usage and deployment by Competent Authorities. We are currently working on a project in Slovakia in which we are helping authorities (i) do the preparatory work that will be required from them to implement the AI Act after it is adopted, and (ii) plan the distribution of obligations and tasks that will come with. 



Competent Authorities supervising AI in the Netherlands

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DG REFORM kicked-off a project (AI flagship) to help Denmark deliver trustworthy AI by designing a tool to assess risks in AI projects undertaken by local, regional, and national authorities. This project will build a repository of existing AI use cases in the Danish administration aiming at reusability in the national and European context. In the Netherlands, we will kick off next week a project to improve the supervision of AI usage and deployment by Competent Authorities. We are currently working on a project in Slovakia in which we are helping authorities do the preparatory work that will be required from them to implement the AI Act after it is adopted. General objective: To provide technical support to the Dutch Authority for Digital Infrastructure and members of the Dutch and European Working Groups of Competent Authorities on AI in order to enhance their capacity to supervise AI in compliance with the AI Act and other relevant legislation.
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